Jewish Unity Resolution

Resolution JYA 2202 – 7

The Jewish Unity Committee of the first annual Jewish Youth Assembly meets to recognize the current state of Judaism, to discuss disunity, and to debate solutions that will further minimize Judaic Disunity. There is no state, other than the Jewish state, that allows every cultural aspect of Judaism to express itself through parliamentary and individual methods. Israel is the Jewish state that is united and defended by Jews, for Jews. The JUC notes the importance of recognizing the fundamental truths that stand across all cultural and religious divisions,

REALIZING that the progress of Judaism and Zionism is harmed significantly due to the lack of compromise and partisanship that occurs;

MINDFUL that even though the Jewish community may interpret the Torah differently, the morals of Judaism and its beneficial applications to humanity apply to any aspect;

INVITES different Jewish congregations to find a common way of making comments on Torah;

RECOGNIZING the importance that information has on social media and education on those within Judaism and out of Judaism;

NOTING that the modern examples of Judaic Unity is derived from the ancient past, such as individuals like Moses, David, and Solomon, and examples such as the 12 Tribes Uniting, the Maccabee revolt, and the first Zionist convention (World Zionist Congress);

PROMOTING accessibility to resources and support for the recovery from generations of socially and genetically inherited oppressive traumas as a collective Jewish community;

CONDEMNS modern examples of Jewish Unity such as: Colleyville, Texas Synagogue Hostage Situation, unity of Jews towards antisemitism, and different sects of Judaism fighting in the IDF together;

CONDEMNS any acts of violence between Jews;

CONDEMNS any examples of incompetence where two opposing sides cannot come to a compromise where one side (or both) prioritizes an agenda;
DRAWS THE ATTENTION to the importance of having a concrete relationship between the State of Israel and Diaspora Jews;

CALLS FOR the Jewish community within the State of Israel and the global diaspora to recognize that the Jewish people celebrates one G-d and one G-d only and that Judaism may not progress effectively unless a diverse/inclusive mindset is formed with every discussion;

UNDERLINES Jewish Unity starts within the education sector: teaching the Talmud, informing Jewish children on communities unlike their own, teaching to understand the differences within the community, providing the necessary tools for others to explore different ideas, and factually portraying the current state of Judaic affairs;

WELCOMES any and all other solutions not stated in the resolution above. Any solution that works to better the Judaic world that puts no one in harm and serves to further progress can be adaptable.

Approved by the 1st WJC Jewish Youth Assembly, 27 February 2022